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Very Dear Friends !

In the text of the Gospel of the day for the Ascension of the Lord into heaven, Jesus said to his
disciples : Yet in a little time, you will not see me any longer ; yet in a little time, you will see me
again. »

The disciples were astonished by this comment of Jesus. They asked themselves where Jesus wanted to
go. However, Jesus wanted to bring them further in their reflection. He wanted for them to grasp that
suffering was at their doorstep since His departure was going to create for them an immense emptiness.
And though the surrounding world will rejoice, they, will be in sorrow and grief. However, they will not
remain eternally in this sorrow ; they will finally find joy again.

It is the same thing for each one of us. We are living intensely moments where God makes us feel and
taste His presence. Then tragically, at the time of whatever test, He leaves us with the feeling of
emptiness and an interior dryness. It is like He is playing « hide-and-seek » with us; He is with us then
He disappears and we no longer feel Him in our lives. Then we ask ourselves : « Where is God . . . Does
He truly exist? Perhaps the intimacy that I had lived with Him beforehand was not, maybe the fruit of
my own imagination. »

The test comes to change our perception of God. It places us in a dilemma that unravells our former
images of God, those that we had made of Him at the beginning of our spiritual journey and now bring
us to a deep questioning. We must pass beyond the « feeling of God » to « a blind trust in Him » a trust
that is only based on faith and not on reasoning or emotion.

If I open this parenthesis on the test it is in order to bring us to what at present our members in Haiti are
living.

Project : Haïti
In the mid-part of April 2020, we received the following message from the Haitian District Director,
Father Evens Francis I.V.Dei:

« In the morning of April 13, 2020, the bandits from the neighbourhood called Gran Ravinn
demonstrated their power by invading the neighbourhood of Bolosse. Their major target was the
house of the Institute. They invaded the courtyard in total silence and did not hesitate to penetrate
several rooms. Having created breaches in the surrounding fence in order to assure their entry
and easy escape, they condemned the gate to closure, transformed the occupied space into a sure
refuge . . . a strategic point from where they could better organize their attacks against another
group of bandits that they dreamed of deloging. That is the main objective of the invaders
composed of adolescents and young people! However, they did not lack time in stealing certain
objects as well as the little amount of money found in the office of the person in charge.
During two days, Father Jackson Morisset and the caretaker Janel LEFRANC living in the house,
not aggressed nor brutalized in a physical manner, under went the pressures and the rules of the
malfactors who realized hostage taking in the most modern manner. With no violence and with
apparent niceness, the assailants heavily armed promised total security to our brothers
traumatized that they could go themselves afterwards to help on April 15, 2020 to leave the
locations now that became their point of privileged fall. At present, all is under their control, the
house, the vehicles, the archives etc. The Voluntas have been deprived by the bandits operating
in total impunity from their referential seat reconquered in 1990. It is a matter of a serious
violation of right of ownership that the State of Haiti will have to address one day. Are we going
to be able to recuperate at an opportune time our own goods? That is a difficult question!
While waiting, here are the constraints we are facing at the start of the month of April 2020. Torn
at the depths of our being, we, the Voluntas priests will continue our priestly ministry. »
By these words, we can sense all of the distress, disappointment and sorrow that this dislodgement has
caused for our members in Haiti. Their misery is great as well as their need for prayers and material
support.
That is why we are humbly sollicting you in this month dedicated to the District of Haiti. Our members
have need of your assistance.
Thanking you in advance for your generous contributions and be assured of our prayers.

S. James DUNSTAN, I.V.Dei,
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